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Abstract
We propose an eﬃcient implementation technique for graph transformation systems based on in-
cremental updates. The essence of the technique is to keep track of all possible matchings of graph
transformation rules in database tables, and update these tables incrementally to exploit the fact
that rules typically perform only local modiﬁcations to models.
Keywords: graph transformation, graph pattern matching, relational databases.
1 Introduction
Despite the large variety of existing graph transformation tools, the imple-
mentation of their graph transformation engine typically follows the same
principle. In this respect, ﬁrst a matching occurrence of the left-hand side
of the graph transformation rule is being found by some sophisticated graph
pattern matching algorithm. Then potential negative application conditions
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are checked that might eliminate the previous occurrence. Finally, the engine
performs some local modiﬁcations to add or remove graph elements to the
matching pattern, and the entire process starts all over again.
Since graph pattern matching leads to the subgraph isomorphism problem
that is known to be NP-complete in general, this step is considered to be the
most crucial in the overall performance of a graph transformation engine. The
diversity of tools is thus mainly characterized by the diﬀerent strategies used
for the graph pattern matching step. These strategies can be grouped into
two main categories.
• Algorithms based on constraint satisfaction (such as [9] in AGG [5], VI-
ATRA [12]) interpret the graph elements of the pattern to be found as
variables which should be instantiated by fulﬁlling the constraints imposed
by the elements of the instance model.
• Algorithms based on local searches start from matching a single node and
extending the matching step-by-step by neighboring nodes and edges. The
graph pattern matching algorithm of PROGRES (with search plans [13]),
Do¨rr’s approach [3], and the object-oriented solution in FUJABA [6] fall in
this category.
In the current paper, we argue that the eﬃciency of graph transformation
is not necessarily equal to the eﬃciency of graph pattern matching, especially
for long transformation sequences. In fact, any implementation of a graph
transformation engine is not optimal, if all the information on previous match
is lost when a new transformation step is started. Thus we restart the complex
and expensive graph pattern matching phase from scratch each time.
Several solutions already exist for reducing the overhead of ﬁnding matches
for LHS of rules as implemented in PROGRES [13]: (i) applying a graph trans-
formation to all matches in the graph as one graph rewriting step (pseudo-
parallel graph transformation), (ii) using incrementally computed derived at-
tributes and relationships in LHS, and (iii) using rule parameters in graph
transformations to pass computed knowledge about possible LHS matches
from one rule to the next one.
In the paper, we propose a technique based on incremental updates which,
in itself, is not a new idea, but provides a new philosophy for implementing
eﬃcient graph transformation engines.
After many years of research, diﬀerent techniques based on this idea have
evolved and by now they are widely accepted and successfully used in several
types of applications (e.g., expert systems, relational databases).
• In the area of rule-based expert systems, the Rete-algorithm (for more de-
tails see [7]) uses the idea of incremental pattern matching for facts. First a
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dataﬂow network is constructed based on the condition (if ) parts of rules,
which is basically a directed acyclic graph of a special structure. Initially,
this network is fed by basic facts through its input channels. Compound
facts are constituted of more elementary facts, thus they are the inputs of
internal nodes in the network. If a fact reaches a terminal node, then the
rule related to this speciﬁc node becomes applicable and assignments mod-
ifying the set of basic facts may be executed (according to the then part).
Since every node keeps a record of its input facts, only modiﬁcations of
these facts have to be tracked at each step.
• In the area of relational databases, views may be updated incrementally.
A database view is a query on a database that computes a relation whose
value is not stored explicitly in the database, but it appears to the users
of the database as if it were. However, in a group of methods, which is
called by view materialization approach, the view is explicitly maintained
as stored relation [8]. Every time a base relation changes, the views that
depend on it may need to be re-computed.
The main idea of incremental updates in graph transformation systems
is to keep track of all possible matchings of graph transformation rules in
database tables to make the graph pattern matching step very fast. Afterwards
when a rule is applied we update these tables for all locations it is required.
Since graph transformation typically manipulates only a small fragment of the
instance model, incremental updates require minor changes to these tables.
Naturally, the initialization of the tables needs some considerable amount of
pre-processing prior to the transformation, but the subsequent transformation
process itself becomes much faster.
In this way, signiﬁcant speed-up can be expected in complex transfor-
mations which consist of long sequences and manipulates on huge instance
models. Furthermore, an even more signiﬁcant gain can be achieved for the
parallel execution of independent transformation steps, since each matching
is stored explicitly for all the rules. Model transformations between two mod-
eling languages typically have this property as the target model has to be
constructed from scratch by applying almost exclusively non-deleting rules.
In the current paper, we discuss our initial experiments in mapping models
and metamodels into an oﬀ-the-shelf relational database to implement the
incremental update technique for the dining philosophers problem. Note that
the integration of database and graph transformation techniques has a long
tradition (see e.g., [1,13]), but these approaches use graph-oriented databases
in contrast to relational ones (as in our case).
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2 Mapping models and metamodels to database tables
First we informally discuss a (relatively standard) mapping of models and
metamodels into relational database tables.
The metamodel describes the abstract syntax of a modeling language. For-
mally, it can be represented by a type graph. Nodes of the type graph are
called classes. A class may have attributes that deﬁne some kind of proper-
ties of the speciﬁc class. Inheritance may be deﬁned between classes, which
means that the inherited class has all the properties its parent has, but it may
further contain some extra attributes. Finally, associations deﬁne connections
between classes.
The instance model (or, formally, an instance graph) describes concrete
systems deﬁned in a modeling language and it is a well-formed instance of the
metamodel. Nodes and edges are called objects and links, respectively. Ob-
jects and links are the instances of metamodel level classes and associations,
respectively. Attributes in the metamodel appear as slots in the instance
model. Inheritance in the instance model imposes that instances of the sub-
class can be used in every situation, where instances of the superclass are
required.
In our approach, instance models are stored in database tables. A possible
way to deﬁne the schema of the database can be driven by the metamodel.
• Each class is mapped to a table with a single column (class(I)). This
column will store the identiﬁers of objects of the speciﬁc class.
• We assign a table for each association that appears in the metamodel. This
table has three columns (assoc(I,S,T)), which contain identiﬁers for the
link, and its source and target objects, respectively.
• Each attribute is mapped to a table with two columns (attr(I,V)) storing
the object identiﬁer and the attribute value, respectively.
• If a subclass is inherited from a superclass, then two tables have to be
constructed as if they were two independent classes. However, all identiﬁers
appearing in the subclass table should also appear in the superclass table
as well.
Tables that are created by this mapping will be referred to as base tables.
Example 2.1 In order to present our concepts, the dining philosophers prob-
lem will be used throughout this paper as a running example. There are
philosophers sitting around a table, each having a left and a right fork. Forks
are placed on the table between two neighboring philosophers, so forks are
shared resources. Philosophers may grab their left and right forks and may
hold them in their hands. Philosophers also have a status attribute. This
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(b) Database tables (c) Instance model
Fig. 1. Dining philosophers
modeling domain is depicted in the metamodel of Fig. 1(a).
A well-formed instance model of this domain (shown in Fig. 1(c)) has 4
objects of class Phil (with status attributes initialized to diﬀerent values) and
4 objects of class Fork. The model additionally has 4 links of type left, 4 links
of type right, and 2 links of type hold. Each link leads from an object of type
Phil to an object of type Fork. The equivalent database representation of the
instance model is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
3 Graph transformation in relational databases
Graph transformation [10,4] provides a pattern and rule based manipulation
of graph-based models. Each rule application transforms a graph by replacing
a part of it by another graph.
A graph transformation rule r = (LHS,RHS,NAC) contains a left–hand side
graph LHS, a right–hand side graph RHS, and negative application condition
graph NAC. The LHS and the NAC graphs are together called the precondition
PRE of the rule.
The application of r to an host (instance) model M replaces a matching
of the LHS in M by an image of the RHS. This is performed by (i) ﬁnding a
matching of LHS in M (by graph pattern matching), (ii) checking the negative
application conditions NAC (which prohibit the presence of certain objects and
links) (iii) removing a part of the model M that can be mapped to LHS but
not to RHS yielding the context model, and (iv) gluing the context model with
an image of the RHS by adding new objects and links (that can be mapped
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to the RHS but not to the LHS) obtaining the derived model M′. A graph
transformation is a sequence of rule applications from an initial model MI .
(d) ﬁnishEatingRule (e) releaseRightForkRule
Fig. 2. Graph transformation rules for dining philosophers
Example 3.1 Our running example has ﬁve graph transformation rules, of
which one (namely the getRightForkRule depicted in Fig. 2(c)) is selected for
demonstrating the concepts of graph transformation.
This rule can be applied when a philosopher already holds his left fork in
his hands, and now he tries to grab his right fork, if it is not held by another
philosopher yet. This latter statement is expressed by the NAC. The RHS of
the getRightForkRule shows that the philosopher will grab his right fork as the
result of rule application. On rule level, the LHS has two nodes and an edge
of type right that leads between these nodes, while the NAC graph (marked by
the striped area) implicitly contains node F as well to impose a well-formed
graph structure.
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3.1 Graph pattern matching in databases
We state that graph pattern matching can be interpreted distinctly for the
LHS and NAC graphs as inner join operations (denoted by R
F
 S) on the
corresponding database tables. Afterwards, the precondition (PRE) where
the LHS graph is constrained by a NAC can be expressed by left outer join
operations (denoted by R
F
 S).
Inner join operations are basically selections from the Cartesian product
(R×S) using some formula F for ﬁltering. For the paper, only atoms of type
A = B (two column names in equality relation) are considered which can be
connected by the logical and operator to construct formulae. Left outer join
operation contains all the rows of R
F
 S, and additionally, it also contains all
rows of R for which no row of S exists that satisﬁes F . Rows of the latter
type are ﬁlled with null values in all columns originating only from S. The
formal treatment of inner and left outer joins can be found in [11].
A successful matching of the LHS (or the NAC) graph is a row in a table
obtained as the inner join of the corresponding base tables. The joint precon-
dition of the rule is constituted from the left outer join of the previous LHS
table and NAC table (or tables). A successful matching of the precondition
is a row in the joint PRE table where the columns originating only from the
NAC table have null values.
This technique allows to map the same objects to LHS nodes, which can
be forbidden by the so-called identiﬁcation condition [2], which can be imple-
mented by additional ﬁltering formulae of type A = B.
Example 3.2 For demonstration, we deﬁne (in Fig. 3) all the potential match-
ings of getRightForkRule found in the instance model of Fig. 1(c).
The matching of the LHS can be determined by three inner join operations
(relating tables Fork, Phil, right and status) followed by a selection with formula
status.value=’hasL’ as it is presented in the upper part of Fig. 3.
Submodels that match the NAC pattern can be collected into a table by
three inner join operations (relating tables Fork, Phil, left and hold along with
the corresponding attributes) as it is presented in the middle part of Fig. 3.
Finally, submodels that match the whole PRE of getRightForkRule (see the
lower part of Fig. 3) can be determined by the left outer join of the LHS and
the NAC tables. In this case, the columns originating from the NAC table
are ﬁlled with null values in the single result row to show that the row is a
successful matching (the fork selected by the LHS is permitted by the NAC).
This construction necessitates to introduce new auxiliary tables in addition
to base tables. First, we map each NAC of each rule to a new table containing
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Fig. 3. Pattern matching queries
as many columns as the number of graph elements in the NAC. New auxil-
iary tables are also created for preconditions having as many columns as the
number of graph elements the LHS and the NAC graph have altogether.
Furthermore, in order to easily demonstrate the eﬀects of attribute assign-
ments in incremental updates, we introduce an auxiliary table for each value
an attribute may have. For instance, it means ﬁve new tables for the status
attribute of philosophers (see tables Philthink, . . . ,PhilhasR in Fig. 4).
These tables can be initialized in a preprocessing phase by applying the
previous join operations in order to store all the potential matchings of each
graph transformation rule. Since a join operation is a complex task, our next
goal is to avoid re-executing it during the graph transformation process by the
concept of incremental updates.
3.2 Modiﬁcations with incremental updates
After the pattern matching phase, we identiﬁed all the submodels of the host
model that can be matched to the LHS graph but not to the NAC graph of a
rule r, meaning that r is applicable to the host model. Then executing r on
the instance model has the following eﬀects.
Deletion If there are graph elements in the LHS that are not present in
the RHS, then the images of these elements have to be deleted from the
model. Deletion may aﬀect several base tables either because of (i) deleting
dangling links (edges) together with the corresponding object, or (ii) as a
consequence of inheritance, which means that if an object is deleted from
the superclass table, then it also has to be deleted from the subclass tables.
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Insertion If there are graph elements that can be found in the RHS, but are
not present in the LHS, then new model elements have to be added to the
base tables. Note that inheritance may lead to several insert operations,
when adding a single model element.
Attribute update If the LHS accesses an attribute (in an attribute condi-
tion) and the RHS contains assignment for the same attribute, then the
corresponding attribute has to be updated.
Since several auxiliary tables were introduced for storing the potential
matchings of rules, insert and delete operations should explicitly handle such
tables as well. The goal of the incremental update technique is to determine
how to propagate the eﬀects of modifying a base table to other auxiliary tables.
For this purpose, we introduce the notion of a dependency graph. Each
(base or auxiliary) table becomes a node in this dependency graph, while the
(directed) edges denote the update dependencies between the tables. More
speciﬁcally, we identify positive and negative dependencies between tables.
• In case of a positive dependency, an insert(delete) operation in a source
table (deﬁned by the source of the dependency edge) implies one or more
insert (delete) operations in the dependent target table (deﬁned by the
target of the dependency edge). In graph transformation terms, this means
that the graph deﬁned by the source table is a subgraph of the pattern
deﬁned by the target table. A typical example for positive dependency
is the dependency between the precondition table of a rule and the base
tables constituting the precondition table (such as the base hold table and
the auxiliary releaseRightForkRule table).
• A negative dependency denotes the handling of negative conditions thus it
always leads from a NAC table to a PRE table.
- When deleting a row from the NAC table then the entire precondition
is weakened at the speciﬁc location. Therefore the matching of the PRE
is not forbidden any more at the corresponding location, thus the corre-
sponding columns in PRE should be changed to null to denote that.
- When adding a row to the NAC table then the entire precondition is
strengthened at the speciﬁc location. Therefore a corresponding matching
of the PRE is forbidden, thus the corresponding columns in PRE should
be changed from null to the values of the related NEG table.
The dependency graph of a graph transformation system can be deﬁned
at compile-time. In fact, for practical applications, we only have to include
dependencies of dynamic model elements, i.e., those that can be modiﬁed by
at least one rule.
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Since a formal deﬁnition of positive and negative dependencies is out of
scope for the current paper due to space limitations, we only give a demon-
strative example to capture the essence of incremental updates.
Example 3.3 Figure 4 exempliﬁes the eﬀects of applying releaseRightForkRule
on the instance model of Fig. 1(c) using incremental updates.
Fig. 4. Applying releaseRightForkRule in incremental mode
ReleaseRightForkRule stores only a single submodel consisting of elements 3,
6, 15 and 18 that matches the precondition. Therefore, the rule is applicable,
and it prescribes the update of status attribute for philosopher 3 from hasR to
think and the deletion of the hold link 18 leading from philosopher 3 to fork 6.
Since the table status is split along the possible values into auxiliary tables
(Philthink, . . . ,PhilhasR), the update operation on the status attribute equals to
removing philosopher 3 from PhilhasR and adding it to Philthink.
As releaseRightForkRule is positively dependent on PhilhasR, all rows con-
taining philosopher 3 should be removed from the releaseRightForkRule table
as well. Due to the positive dependency between tables Philthink and getHun-
gryRule, a new row containing philosopher 3 is added to the latter table.
Furthermore, tables NAC getLeftForkRule and releaseRightForkRule are pos-
itively dependent on hold, therefore the removal of the hold link 18 implies the
deletion of the corresponding rows containing 18 in both tables. As a result,
releaseRightForkRule no longer becomes applicable, but the negative condition
NAC getLeftForkRule is also weakened in the meantime.
Finally, as getLeftForkRule is negatively dependent on NAC getLeftRight-
ForkRule, the row containing the hold link 18 is removed, and a new row on
the same matching LHS pattern (i.e., philosopher 2, fork 6 and the left link
10 between them) is added that is ﬁlled with null values to denote that the
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matching is no longer invalidated by the negative condition.
4 Practical evaluation and conclusions
The dining philosophers example has been implemented and tested using a
relational database for storing graphs to assess the performance of our incre-
mental update technique. The relational database used for our experiments
was MySQL running on a 300 MHz Pentium machine with 64 MB RAM.
An instance model consisting of 105 philosophers was set up also containing
the same amount of Forks, left, right and hold relations. Philosophers were in
diﬀerent states depending on their positions around the table. Our test con-
sisted of applying each rule once both in from-scratch (fs) mode (when tables
were re-generated after each step thus auxiliary tables were non-existent) and
in incremental ( inc) mode. Our observations can be summarized as follows:
(i) Initialization of tables took more time with an overall factor of 1.25 in
inc mode compared to the fs approach (81.84 sec in inc mode vs. 65.31
sec in fs mode). This result meets our expectations since we have to
initialize the auxiliary tables as well in inc mode.
(ii) Pattern matching without considering negative application conditions is
faster in inc mode with a total factor of 7.9 (2.15 sec in inc mode vs.
16.93 sec in fs mode). If negative application conditions are also consid-
ered as a part of the pattern matching phase, then the factor signiﬁcantly
(with a factor of 56) increases in favor of the inc method (122 sec in fs
mode and 2.15 in inc mode).
(iii) The average cost of manipulations (insert and delete operations) on tables
in a single transformation step was 3 times as much in inc mode as in fs
mode (0.66 sec vs. 0.23 sec). This is not surprising since the consistency
of auxiliary tables has to be guaranteed as well in inc mode thus more
tables should be accessed.
As a summary, the overall execution time of the entire transformation pro-
cess (consisting of 5 rule applications) without the initialization phase was 22
times faster in inc mode with negative conditions and 3.3 times faster without
considering negative conditions. Together with the initialization phase, there
was still a factor of 2 in the favor of the inc mode.
As the main conclusion of the paper, our initial experiments demonstrated
that a graph transformation engine based on incremental updates is extremely
eﬃcient when (i) the instance model is large, (ii) all possible matchings of rules
should be made available (iii) long transformation sequences are executed, and
(iv) many rules contain negative application conditions.
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5 Future Work
Our plans for the near future can be outlined in the following directions:
• Unfortunately, MySQL is not a perfect choice as an underlining relational
database for graph transformation, since its present version does not support
views. The use of relational databases that oﬀer support for deﬁning views
may result in more simple queries to be executed on the database level.
• The Rete-algorithm gives an orthogonal solution for incremental updates,
since it does not use relational database for data storage. Our plan is to
make an implementation of a graph transformation tool, which is only based
on Rete-networks.
• Experiments should also be extended, since our initial experiments have only
covered a small subset of graph transformation problems. A comparison of
short and long rule application sequences, and problems having many graph
transformation rules are in our future plans.
• Finally, it is also worth checking whether the incremental approach can be
combined with other optimization strategies implemented in existing graph
transformation tools.
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